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Congratulations on Purchasing the Arturia
PolyBrute and Downloading PolyBrute Connect!
The PolyBrute is Arturia's first polyphonic analog hardware synthesizer, not to mention the
most sophisticated we have ever made. This genuine analog instrument features 6 voices of
polyphony with two voltage-controlled oscillators per voice, Arturia’s unique Steiner-Parker
style filter as well as the “Ladder” filter inspired by classic American synths, a stunning
ability to Morph between two totally different sounds within a single Preset, step sequencing
and arpeggio pattern editing via the interactive Matrix Panel, and so much more.
On a personal note, as the former editor of Keyboard Magazine, I have played and reviewed
more synthesizers than I can remember — both new and classic — and I have never
encountered anything that sounds quite like the PolyBrute or presents its myriad expressive
possibilities in such an inimitable way. If you’ve ever been lucky enough to ride in a Citroën
automobile, you know that French designers do things in a way that’s different but also
makes you want to repeat the experience. The PolyBrute is different in that way — and
sounds gorgeous. It has been a singular privilege to work with one while writing this
manual, but also a challenge, because I would routinely get so lost in playing the PolyBrute
that I was afraid I wouldn’t finish this very document on time!
PolyBrute Connect is a free software editor/librarian designed to enhance your enjoyment
of the PolyBrute and make integrating it into your musical workflow smooth. It operates
in stand-alone mode or as a DAW plug-in. In the latter application, you can sequence and
automate the PolyBrute from a virtual instrument track just as though it were a soft synth,
with PolyBrute Connect seamlessly handling two-way communication and bridging the gap
between your DAW and the synthesizer. It is also an invaluable tool for synthesists engaged
in sound design work for film or experimental music, weekend gigging musicians who want
to whip up a bank of authentic sounds for their musical style, and everyone in between.
We will enumerate more of its features in the next chapter, fittingly titled Welcome.

Special Message Section
Specifications Subject to Change:
The information contained in this manual is believed to be correct at the time of printing.
However, Arturia reserves the right to change or modify any of the specifications without
notice or obligation to update the hardware that has been purchased.

IMPORTANT:
1.

The product and its software, when used in combination with an amplifier,
headphones or speakers, may be able to produce sound levels that could cause
permanent hearing loss. DO NOT operate for long periods of time at a high level
or at a level that is uncomfortable. If you encounter any hearing loss or ringing
in the ears, you should consult an audiologist.

2.

It is important that you read the included Safety Manual thoroughly and fully
understand the instructions.

NOTICE:
Service charges incurred due to a lack of knowledge relating to how a function or feature
works (when the product is operating as designed) are not covered by the manufacturer’s
warranty, and are therefore the owner's responsibility. Please study this manual carefully
and consult your dealer before requesting service.

Precautions include, but are not limited to, the following:
1.

Read and understand all the instructions.

2.

Always follow the instructions on the instrument.

3.

Before cleaning the instrument, always remove the AC cable. When cleaning, use
a soft and dry cloth. Do not use gasoline, alcohol, acetone, turpentine or any other
organic solutions; do not use a liquid cleaner, spray or cloth that's too wet.

4.

Do not place the instrument in an unstable position where it might accidentally
fall over.

5.

Do not place heavy objects on the instrument. Do not place the instrument near
a heat vent at any location with poor air circulation.

6.

Do not open or insert anything into the instrument that may cause a fire or
electrical shock.

7.

Do not spill any kind of liquid onto the instrument.

8.

Always take the instrument to a qualified service center. You will invalidate your
warranty if you open and remove the cover, and improper assembly may cause
electrical shock or other malfunctions.

9.

Do not use the instrument with thunder and lightning present; otherwise it may
cause long distance electrical shock.

10.

If Safeguard Fuse for internal AC input wire needs to be replaced, swap the fuse
with the following technical characteristics : F3.15A, 250v AC.

11.

Do not expose the instrument to hot sunlight. The operating temperature range
of the instrument should be 15°-35° C (59°-95° F).

12.

Do not use the instrument when there is a gas leak nearby.

13.

Arturia is not responsible for any damage or data loss caused by improper
operation of the instrument.

Introduction
Thank you for your purchase of the Arturia PolyBrute!
Dear Musician,
We personally thank you for purchasing a PolyBrute, our most ambitious, demanding, and
we hope successful labor of love in our more than two-decade history. Since our very
first product Storm — a complete virtual music production studio featuring classic synth
emulations — we have strived to up the ante with every musical tool we’ve developed,
keeping what moves you as a musician foremost in mind.
The original MiniBrute (2012) was our first foray into analog hardware synths, and we never
could have imagined it would earn such a following that we could grow the Brute family —
and our brand into a hardware synth company — to the extent we now have. The PolyBrute
you are probably powering on at this very moment exists only because of musicians like
you who tried our synths and said, “Yes, more of this, please!”
So, we present PolyBrute Connect not just as an adjunct piece of utility software for your
instrument, but as a thank-you gift for believing in our vision. We literally could not have
done it without you.
Musically yours,
The Arturia team
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1. WELCOME TO POLYBRUTE CONNECT!
Arturia has developed some of the most respected, innovative, and desirable analog
synthesizers, MIDI controllers, and audio interfaces in the world. Wherever possible, we
supplement these creative products with software that extends and enhances their
capabilities.
PolyBrute Connect (PBC) is custom-designed software that works with your Arturia
PolyBrute synthesizer. This analog powerhouse is the ultimate expression of the sound of
Arturia, at once celebrating the history of synthesis and crafting its future.
PolyBrute Connect functions as an editor/librarian that gives you complete control over your
PolyBrute from your Apple Mac or Windows PC, lifting your music-making and synthesis to
new heights.
Features of PolyBrute Connect:



•

Control most parameters of your PolyBrute synthesizer remotely.

•

Access important and hidden settings more easily than on the PolyBrute unit
itself.

•

Save, load, search, name, and filter PolyBrute presets by types and styles.

•

Two-way communication: Adjust a control on the PolyBrute, and its twin
onscreen moves the same amount. Adjust a control onscreen, and the
PolyBrute's sound and behavior reflects this immediately.

•

Integrate the PolyBrute into your favorite DAW just like a virtual instrument plugin.

•

Automation and total recall of PolyBrute settings in a DAW project.

•

VST, AU, and AAX plug-in formats included, plus stand-alone version.

•

Easily set the keyboard split point for split presets.

•

Update the PolyBrute firmware directly.

! Note that PolyBrute Connect is not a virtual instrument or “soft synth“ by itself. For you to hear

sound, it must be connected to a PolyBrute hardware unit whose audio outputs are connected to a
listening system.
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2. OVERVIEW
2.1. Installation
2.1.1. Register your PolyBrute
If you have not already done so, create a My Arturia account, then register your PolyBrute
using the serial number or QR code on the enclosed registration card. You can also find the
serial number on the sticker on the bottom of your unit. This will make sure you’re the first
to be notified of updates to this software and the firmware [p.9] of the PolyBrute itself.

2.1.2. Download Arturia Software Center
Found on the Downloads & Manuals page of the Arturia website, this software lets you
control all your Arturia product licenses, activations, and updates from a central place.
Download the .pkg file (Mac) or .exe file (Windows). Then, open the file and follow the
onscreen instructions to install.

2.1.3. Get PolyBrute Connect
You will now be able to download PolyBrute connect from within Arturia Software Center
(ASC). It should auto-detect your computer type and offer the correct package for Mac or
Windows. Alternately, you can download PBC from the Downloads & Manuals page.

2.1.4. Formats
Both the Mac and Windows installers will install the stand-alone version of PolyBrute
Connect and offer checkboxes to install Audio Units (for Logic, MainStage, and most thirdparty software on macOS), VST (for most recording and media creation software on
Windows and some on Mac), and AAX (for Pro Tools on Mac and Windows) plug-in-formats.
On Windows, installing PBC will also install the Arturia USB MIDI driver, allowing multi-client
MIDI operation. No such driver is necessary on Mac.
If you are concerned with saving disk space, you may uncheck the boxes for the formats
you don’t intend to use — though they take up a minimum of room. You can always re-run
the installer and add them later.

Arturia - User Manual PolyBrute Connect - OVERVIEW
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2.2. Connecting your PolyBrute
Connect your PolyBrute to your Mac or PC using a USB cable, then power your PolyBrute
on. Once installed, PolyBrute Connect will synchronize with your PolyBrute automatically in
both the plug-in and stand-alone versions.



! Use a USB cable no longer than 3m (approximately 10 feet). This will ensure glitch-free

communication.

Note that you must use USB because PolyBrute Connect does not communicate with the
synthesizer over standard 5-pin MIDI connections.

2.2.1. Disconnection
If the USB cable is unplugged or the PBC application is quit, the PolyBrute will retain the
most recently loaded preset along with the settings you most recently adjusted.
If the USB cable is unplugged or the PolyBrute is powered off, the PBC window will be
greyed out and display the message “Please connect the PolyBrute to your computer.”

2.3. About this Manual
This is not intended to be a complete user guide to the PolyBrute synthesizer itself. The full
PolyBrute manual may be downloaded from Arturia’s Support Page.

2.4. About Using PolyBrute Connect in a DAW
PolyBrute Connect is not only a full-fledged editor and librarian for the PolyBrute. It also lets
the synthesizer work in a DAW as though it were a virtual instrument, meaning you can
sequence notes, automate knob twists, and more.
Nearly all current DAWs offer dedicated virtual instrument tracks so you don’t have to create
separate audio and MIDI tracks like back in the day. A virtual instrument track is the correct
type of track in which to host the PBC plug-in.
However, PolyBrute Connect is not a stand-alone virtual instrument or “soft synth”. It’s a
means to control the PolyBrute hardware synth. So you will need to create a separate audio
track to record it, and plug its audio outputs into your recording interface. (We like this thing
called the AudioFuse for that, by the way.)
To sum up, the virtual instrument track tells the PolyBrute what to do; the audio track
captures the results.
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2.5. Common Control Behaviors
Some onscreen procedures are intuitive, such as click-dragging a knob or slider, pushing a
button, selecting a pop-up menu, and so on. However, there are some ways to use PBC that
make it even deeper and more flexible, and which may not be obvious at first glance.

2.5.1. Value Pop-Ups

Hover over any control, and the PBC window will display a pop-up (a.k.a. tool tip) of its
current value. It will also show a name and/or quick description of the control’s function in
the lower left corner of the bottom status bar.

2.5.2. Reset Parameters to Default
To return any control to its default value for the current preset, simply double-click it.

2.5.3. Fine Adjustments
Some parameters, such as the knobs and envelope sliders, have a very wide range. You can
make finer adjustments to these than you can on the PolyBrute synth itself in many cases.
Once you get close to the desired value, simply right-click (or hold Control) and drag the
cursor. Make sure you are in the center area of the knob or on the slider itself. The “collars”
around the knobs and vertical strips next to the sliders are for setting A and B values for
Morphing [p.7].



♪ To make precise adjustments easier, you can resize the window in the main PolyBrute Connect

Menu in the top task bar, and also by pressing Command (macOS) or Control (Windows) then the + or
- signs on your computer’s numeric keypad (not the ones above the QWERTY area).
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2.5.4. Morphing
A standout feature of the PolyBrute is that it can smoothly morph between two states of
values for most control settings within a single preset, using the Morph knob or the Morphée
3-D controller.
Though this is covered in the PolyBrute manual, it's worth going over here because you may
use morphing just as much in PBC as on the PolyBrute itself.
Morphing is more than a simple crossfade or what some synths call a “scene“ or a “macro”
— it’s a continuous interpolation that covers all possibilities for parameter values in between
two extremes: A and B. In other words, each preset is really two presets in one.
•

If the Morph knob is all the way at A, any setting you make on any morphable
control applies only to state A.

•

Likewise for B.

•

If the Morph knob is halfway between A and B (12 o’clock), settings you make
affect both states equally.

•

If it’s more towards one state than the other, the PolyBrute figures out how much
change to apply to A versus B proportionally.

The result is like having an extra hand for almost every knob, slider, and switch on the
PolyBrute. The advantage of PBC is that when you turn the Morph knob, you can see which
other controls move and exactly how much.
We will cover the specifics of how to control Morphing from PBC in Chapter 4, Main Controls
[p.25].
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2.6. The PolyBrute Connect Window
Let’s have a big-picture look at all the main sections of the PBC interface. In upcoming
chapters, we will go over each of these sections in detail.

Number
1

Section

Description

Top Task Bar

Select and explore presets, resize window, adjust audio/MIDI settings in stand-

[p.10]

alone mode, and more.

Main
2

Poly/mono/unison and timbrality behavior, Glide and main Morph knobs, Morph

Controls

Edit knob, and mirror of all main PolyBrute synth controls.

[p.25]
3

4

Keyboard

The first (and default) of four tabbed views for the lower third of the PBC

Tab [p.34]

window). Displays the GUI keyboard and performance controllers.

Matrix

Tab

[p.42]
Preset

5

Settings Tab
[p.47]
Global

6

Settings Tab
[p.55]
Bottom

7

Status
[p.60]

Bar

Displays a scrollable view of the modulation Matrix in place of the GUI keyboard.

Displays further settings that affect the whole Preset, as well as the Sequencer
and Motion Recorder, in place of the GUI keyboard.

Displays settings common to all Presets in the PolyBrute, including MIDI channels
and knob behavior.

Shows the name of the control the mouse hovers over, has firmware update and
MIDI panic buttons, and displays CPU usage.
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2.7. Important Things to Know as You Begin
2.7.1. Multiple Instances
Multiple instances of PBC may be open at the same time, as you might want to use it in
multiple tracks in your DAW. However, only one may actively sync to the PolyBrute at a
time. If an instance is already in place, opening another will display the message, “This
instance needs to be activated to be used. Activating it will retrieve the PolyBrute preset in
this instance.” Clicking Activate will re-synchronize the PolyBrute with the latest instance.
Likewise, although we would be delighted if you owned more than one PolyBrute
synthesizer, version 1 of PBC only supports a single hardware unit at this time.

2.7.2. Updating the Firmware
It is crucial that your hardware unit is running the latest firmware. The latest firmware
version is always designed to work with the latest version of PBC, and incompatible versions
may not sync.
You can update the firmware directly from PBC in three ways, which are detailed in Chapter
9: The Bottom Status Bar [p.60]
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3. THE TOP TASK BAR

The Top Task bar is where you manage Presets and groups of Presets, and contains a few
other important utilitarian settings as well.

Number

Section

1

Main Menu [p.12]

2

3

4

5

Master

Description

Preset

Browser [p.15]
Quick

Preset

Select [p.23]
Preset

Name

[p.24]
Left-Right
Arrows [p.24]

Save and import/export Presets, resize PBC window, audio/MIDI settings,
and more.
Search for Presets by name, type, and style. Manage projects (backups of
PolyBrute memory stored on your computer).
Quick menu of Presets, either all types or filtered.

The name of the Preset currently loaded in the PolyBrute.

Step through Presets incrementally.

3.1. Before We Begin, Where Do Presets Live?
Most of what you’ll need the Task Bar for is to search, load, and save Presets, and there are
a number of different ways to do this. First, though, we should get clear on where Presets
are located.
Physically, a Preset may reside in one of two places: inside the PolyBrute or on your
computer. When PolyBrute Connect first syncs with the PolyBrute, it receives all Presets
from the hardware. PBC has a Master Preset Browser [p.15] that can deal with Presets in
both areas, but searches are first performed among the presets stored on the computer.
This is ideal for managing Presets within a DAW.
The Master Preset Browser has three sub-browsers for managing presets: the Project
Browser [p.17], Results Pane [p.21], and PolyBrute Preset Explorer [p.22]:

Arturia - User Manual PolyBrute Connect - THE TOP TASK BAR
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Left to lower right: Project Browser, Results Pane, and PolyBrute Preset Explorer.
Clicking on any Preset name anywhere loads it into the PolyBrute individually. The Project
Browser can also load entire banks. Only the PolyBrute Preset Explorer (lower right)
accesses the entire Preset contents of the PolyBrute directly. That is, clicking something here
is equivalent to selecting a Preset on the Matrix panel.

3.1.1. Text Color Meanings
PBC keeps track of where you selected the current preset, as indicated by the text color of
the preset name that is always at the center of the Top Task Bar:
•

Yellow: From the Project Browser.

•

White: From the Results Pane.

•

Red: From the PolyBrute Preset Explorer (or the PolyBrute itself).

We will detail the operations of these sections later in this chapter, and knowing the above
concepts ahead of time will be vital to doing so.
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3.2. Main Menu

This is like the File menu in any software, where you save and load items. It has a few other
important settings, too.

3.2.1. Save Preset
Saves any “live” changes you’ve made into the current location of the place from which the
preset was selected. The text color conventions from above [p.11] are followed.



! For any saving to the PolyBrute’s internal memory, make sure the Memory Protect switch on the

rear of the unit is set to Off.
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3.2.2. Save Preset As
Saves your changes with renaming and tagging options:

1.

Rename the Preset.

2.

Change the author (designer) name. Created a sound you love? Give yourself
credit here!

3.

Select the bank in which the Preset will be saved.

4.

Select the type of sound for the Preset — bass, brass, lead, pad, strings, and more.
This will help searching in the Master Preset Browser [p.15].

5.

Tag one or more styles that describe the Preset. This lets the Preset Browser be
more specific. You can choose as many as you like, but you probably don’t want
opposite styles like Hard and Soft for the same Preset.

6.

Add any additional descriptive comments. These also show up in the Preset
Browser.

3.2.3. Import and Export
These are for saving the PolyBrute’s Presets to your computer as a file (Export), or for
loading information into PBC on your computer (Import) for eventual transfer into the
PolyBrute. You can import and export individual Presets or entire Banks. In both cases, the
file extension is “.pbx” and whether it’s a Preset or a Bank is identified in the filename.

3.2.4. New Preset
Sets your PolyBrute to the Default Preset to give you a “blank slate” for creating your own
sounds from scratch.
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3.2.5. Resize Window
Change the PBC window size in increments from 50 to 200 percent. Larger sizes are great
for making fine control tweaks, like the Edit A and Edit B points of a knob or slider's Morphing
range. Or, make it smaller to see the entire interface without scrolling, or to squeeze it into a
computer display crowded with plug-ins.
You can also increase or decrease the zoom level by pressing Command + or - on Mac, and
Control + or - on Windows.

3.2.6. Audio MIDI Settings

This only appears in stand-alone mode. When using PBC as a plug-in, these settings are
handled in your DAW or host software preferences. This area selects audio and MIDI
devices, sample buffer settings, and toggles communication ports between the PolyBrute
and your computer.



! For PBC to function, an external audio device (e.g. an audio interface) must be selected from the

drop-down menu. This may be the internal audio of the computer if no external interface is available.

3.2.6.1. PolyBrute MIDI and PolyBrute VST Ports
These virtual ports will appear in your DAW’s MIDI preferences as well as OS-level control
panels like the Mac’s Audio MIDI Setup.
- PolyBrute MIDI is for notes and control messages sent from the PolyBrute itself, i.e. if you
play its keyboard.
- PolyBrute VST is for proprietary communication between PBC and the PolyBrute.



! PolyBrute VST should generally be left unchecked at all times as activating it may create conflicts.

3.2.7. Help
Directs you to information resources on the Arturia website for PolyBrute and PBC.

3.2.8. About
Displays your current version of PBC and “movie credits“ of the people who worked on it.
Click anywhere to dismiss this window.
Arturia - User Manual PolyBrute Connect - THE TOP TASK BAR
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3.3. Master Preset Browser
Those four lines look like books on a shelf, don’t they? That’s because clicking them brings
up the deepest and most flexible way to manage PolyBrute’s extensive library of Presets.
It’s divided into 8 easy-to-use panes.

PolyBrute Connect Preset Library

Number

Pane

Description

1

Search Bar [p.15]

Enter any search words.

2

Type Filter [p.16]

Refine your search by instrument type.

3

Style Filter [p.16]

Refine your search by Presets’ sonic character.

4

Bank Select [p.16]

Decides whether to search Factory or User bank.

Project

Manage Projects within PBC and send them to the PolyBrute. Fills the left

5

Browser

[p.17]

third of the window when open.

6

Results Pane [p.21]

Displays search results of everything you did in areas 1-4.

7

Preset Info [p.22]

Summary of the Preset name, type, style, bank, author, and comments.

PolyBrute

Browse Presets in a way that mirrors their locations on the Matrix panel

8

Explorer [p.22]

Preset

when it’s in Presets mode.

More details on these, one by one:

3.3.1. Search Bar
Type anything here. PBC will find any Preset name, type, and/or style that contains all or
part of what you’re looking for. Clear All resets the Type and Style filters so that none are
active. Search results displayed will be for Presets stored in PBC (on your computer).
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3.3.2. Type Filter
These narrow your search to the specified Type of instrument. Select multiple types with
Command-click (Mac) or Control-click (Windows). Orange text indicates an active filter. Click
the selected button again to remove it if you want to search across multiple instrument
Types.



♪ The Template Types offer a head start programming your own sounds without beginning from

the blank slate of the Default Preset. They cover many “greatest hits” of synthesis techniques. “Reverse
engineering” these — studying how all the parameters are set — is a great way to learn about synthesis.

3.3.3. Style Filter
Styles represent the musical influence, character, and “vibe“ of the Preset. You may click on
multiple styles at once.

3.3.3.1. How Search and Filters Interact
In the picture above, some of the Type and Styles buttons are greyed out. That’s because
a given Type might not have a Preset in every Style, nor a Style in every Type. The Type
and Style filters cooperate in a process of elimination: the more Styles you select, the more
specific the results will be.
Likewise, typing any text in the Search Bar narrows the field even more. For example, select
Brass and Funky, then type in “fat” and the search result will be any funky brass Preset that
has “fat” in the name, such as Fat Brass of 2026.

3.3.4. Bank Select
Click one button or the other in this simple area to decide whether to search in the Factory
or User Bank of the PolyBrute. Select multiple banks by using Command-click (macOS) or
Control-click (Windows). The process of elimination applies here, too. If no Preset in a Bank
fits your search terms and filters, that Bank button will be greyed out.
If no Bank is selected, all Presets from all Banks will be displayed in the results pane.
Arturia will add additional Banks of factory Presets in the future, and it is also possible to
create more User Banks. Their buttons will appear in this area.
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3.3.5. Project Browser
Projects are a powerful way to back up and organize Presets, keeping a page-and-row
based organization similar to the one on the PolyBrute. You can create as many projects as
you like.



♪ Projects are ideal for making set lists for different gigs, bands you play in, studio sessions, and

venues. Note that loading a Project can take a few minutes because any Project contains 768 Presets
(though some of these may be the “Init“ Preset).

Click the yellow BROWSE PROJECTS text to get started. The Project List will pop up.
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•

Clicking anywhere on a Project in the list loads it into the browser, but does not
yet send all the Presets to the PolyBrute (we’ll get to that shortly).

•

The +New Project button at lower left prompts you to name and save a new
project.

•

The Import button loads a project file saved on your computer.

•

To export a Project file to your computer, right-click on it in the list. There is also
a delete option here.
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Once a Project loads, this pane appears:

Here is where things get really cool.
•

Simply click-and-drag any Preset from the Results Pane (see below) into a slot in
the Project and it will replace the former Preset.

•

It does this by making a copy, so the original Preset is not affected.

•

You will still hear live Preset changes from the PolyBrute as you select Presets
within a Project.

•

If you collapse the Project Browser, the currently loaded Project List will still be
there when you reopen it.

•

This makes it easy to build a workflow where you search for Presets using the
Filters, then add them to projects, then repeat.

3.3.5.1. List View and Grid View
We’ve been working with the Project Browser in List view. There is also a Grid view, toggled
by the icon with 9 squares. Grid view directly mirrors the Presets mode of PolyBrute’s Matrix
panel.
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•

You can click-and-drag from the Results Pane directly onto a button (cell) in Grid
view.

•

Once the Project is sent to the PolyBrute (still not yet), the same Matrix button will
recall that Preset.

•

Hovering the mouse over a cell will display the Preset name in the bottom left
area of the screen.

3.3.5.2. Moving Presets Within the Project
Presets may be freely click-dragged around in the Project List and Grid views and, again,
these changes will be reflected once the Project is sent to the PolyBrute.
•

In List view, dragging a Preset between two other Presets’ locations inserts it
between the two.

•

In Grid view, dragging a Matrix button to another button duplicates the first
button’s Preset, overwriting the new location’s contents.

•

In both views, buttons 1-8 across the top select which of the PolyBrute’s “pages”
the Presets below are saved into.

3.3.5.3. Selecting Multiple Presets
PBC supports multi-item selection in the Project Browser List view, the Results Pane, and the
Preset Explorer. This follows the conventions of your computer OS. - Shift-click (macOS and
Windows) selects the full range of Presets in between and including the first and last items
clicked. - To select non-contiguous items, hold Command (macOS) or Control (Windows)
and choose the Presets you want.
When multiple items are dragged into a project, however, they always populate contiguous
(next to each other) locations, beginning with the first Preset in the first location where you
dropped them. This is true even if the original selection was non-contiguous.

3.3.5.4. Save Button
This simply saves the Project, still without overwriting any Presets in the PolyBrute itself. The
button only appears if the Project has been edited since being loaded.
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3.3.5.5. Project Menu
Click the button with 3 vertical dots to open the Project Menu, which covers housekeeping
tasks.



•

Save Project As saves changes to the current Project as a copy. You will be
prompted to enter a new name. This is ideal for building variations on the same
project, e.g., changing up your set list at a regular gig.

•

Rename Project renames the current project without saving it as a copy.

•

Revert Changes on Project cancels all live edits you may have done to Presets
within that Project.

•

Export Project saves the current Project to your computer with the file extension
“.pbproject."

•

Delete Project deletes the current project, with a warning dialogue.

•

Revert changes when switching Preset If this is checked, when you save a
Project. PBC will save only live edits you have made to the current Preset. If
unchecked, saving the Project saves all live edits made to all Presets in the
Project.

•

Update Preset does a one-time save of edits made to the current Preset. So if
you then “Revert Changes on Project,” the current Preset will keep its most recent
edits.

♪ Leave “Revert Changes when switching Preset” unchecked if you want to jockey between presets,

make edits to each, then make sure they all get saved when you save the Project.

3.3.5.6. Send To PolyBrute
When you finish assembling your Project, this is the magic button! It sends the entire Project
to the PolyBrute’s User memory, overwriting all contents there. A warning dialogue will
prompt you to confirm. Any location not occupied by a Preset will be set to the Default Init
Preset.



! Since the PolyBrute has room for a lot of Presets, this can take a few minutes.
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3.3.6. Results Pane
The results of using the Search Bar, Type Filter, and Style Filter appear here. If there are no
search criteria, this will simply be a list of every Preset currently in PBC on your computer.
Here’s a picture of the 4 Presets that are all Ambient, Complex, and Evolving:

Top to bottom, there are just a few important convenience features here:

3.3.6.1. Shuffle
The button with weaving arrows randomly shuffles the order of the Preset list. Why do this?
With longer lists of results, you might click around and not hear exactly what you’re looking
for. Shuffling might discover it faster than scrolling through the whole list.

3.3.6.2. Sort Functions
These work like the ones at the top of any file window on your computer.
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•

Featured/Name option: With Featured selected, the Results Pane will display all
featured Presets (indicated by an Arturia logo) at the top of the list if no search
has been done. If search criteria are active, it will display any featured Presets
that fit first, followed by everything else that fits the criteria. With Name selected,
featured Presets are mixed in with all others (search or no search) in ascending
alphabetical order.

•

The Type column can likewise switch to sort by Designer or Bank. If a Type Filter
was part of your search, the types will be the same for all Presets anyway.

•

Plus, you might be partial to a particular sound designer of PolyBrute Presets
and want to find more of their stuff — or quickly call up Presets you’ve created
under your own name.

•

The small arrows switch each column between ascending and descending
alphabetical order.

•

You can “favorite” a Preset by mousing towards the right side of its row until a
heart appears, then clicking.

•

If you click the heart in the sorting row, your favorites (those that fit the search
criteria) always appear at the top of the list, regardless of other sort settings.
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3.3.7. Preset Info

This shows all relevant info about the current Preset in one place: its name, Type, Bank,
Designer, and any Styles that apply. If you entered this information when doing a Save
Preset As [p.13], here it is! The Save As option works the same from here.
If working in the User bank, you can edit all this info from here, changing the name, Type,
and Designer; adding or removing Style tags; and typing comments. Save (overwrite) and
Delete options appear too, as shown.

3.3.8. PolyBrute Preset Explorer
This is like a Project Browser [p.17] that works in the other direction. Where the Project
Browser is a “sandbox” where you can experiment with Preset lists and then send them into
the PolyBrute as a group, the Preset Explorer directly accesses Presets in the PolyBrute's
User memory, lets you move and replace them, then save the whole thing as a project.

3.3.8.1. Dragging Presets from the Results Pane
Presets can be click-dragged from the Results Pane into the Preset Explorer just like with the
Project Browser. The same rules for dragging in Multiple Presets [p.19] apply.

3.3.8.2. List View and Grid View

Grid view button on left; List view on right.
Like the Project Browser, Preset Explorer has List and Grid views, the latter corresponding to
the button layout on the Matrix panel. Here, though, moving Presets within Preset Explorer
will always create a copy in the new location, evicting its previous occupant.
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3.3.8.3. Save As Project
This button saves the current order of Presets as a new Project, which will then be available
in the Project Browser.



! Again, the transfer can take a few minutes.

3.4. Quick Select Menu
With all those fancy options in the Master Preset Browser [p.15], do we really need another
way to choose Presets? We think we do. Where the master Browser is a great tool for
discovery and pre-planning, the Quick Select Menu is more for when you know what you’re
looking for, or just want to grab a cool Preset and start playing.

Quick Select is a contextual drop-down menu with three sorts of parent options: All Types,
Filter, or one of the PolyBrute’s 11 instrument Types. The text in the Top Task Bar [p.10] will
say one of these things, depending on how the last Preset was selected. Click it to open the
menu.
•

FILTER applies any active Style Filters. The submenu shown above lists the
choices for Presets that are both Ambient and Soundtrack, for example.

•

ALL TYPES shows a submenu of every Preset in the PolyBrute. It also clears any
active Filters from the Library.

•

Instrument Types (Bass, Brass, Keys, etc.) simply show all the Presets of the
chosen Type in the submenu.

In all cases, Quick Select is searching through Presets stored in PBC that might otherwise
appear in the Results Pane [p.21], only without you performing a search. Mouse to a Preset,
click, and it loads into the PolyBrute instantly.
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3.5. Preset Name
Notice that in the picture at the start of this chapter [p.10], the Preset name and left/right
arrows are white. In the very next picture, they’re red. There’s a reason for this. When you
select a Preset in PBC, the text and arrows appear white. If you select a Preset on the
PolyBrute itself or from the PolyBrute Preset Explorer [p.22], they turn red. Choose a preset
in the Project Browser [p.17] and the name and arrows appear in yellow.
In either case, an asterisk (*) after the Preset name means it has been modified — even if
you’ve tweaked one control just a little. This is to remind you to save that Preset if you like
what you hear! (An asterisk means the same thing after a Project name.)

3.6. Preset Left and Right Arrows
If a Preset filter category is active, the arrows in PBC will step through only the Presets in
that category. However, the arrow buttons on the PolyBrute itself will always simply select
the next or previous Preset in the bank.



! If you make any changes you like to a Preset, or create your own from scratch, remember to save

it [p.12] before changing presets by any means. Otherwise you will lose your changes. PBC does not
provide an “Are you sure?" dialogue box.
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4. MAIN CONTROL AREA

This section is a mirror of most of the controls on the PolyBrute’s main panel, including all
parameters that affect the sound of the synth Presets. We will not so much be covering what
all these controls do in terms of synthesis because that is detailed in depth in the PolyBrute
Manual.
Instead, this chapter will focus on the important features of how each type of control
behaves, especially in relation to the PolyBrute’s exciting Morphing ability.

4.1. Where Is the Matrix Panel?
You don’t immediately see an onscreen counterpart for the Matrix Panel buttons on the
synth itself. To access it, click the Matrix Tab [p.42] above the GUI Keyboard [p.34].
This displays only the Mods mode of the Matrix, i.e. modulation routings. We determined that
other modes, such as the Sequencer, are best experienced on the PolyBrute synth hardware.

4.2. Control Types and Behaviors
This area of PBC includes four different types of controls: knobs, sliders, switches, and menu
buttons.

4.2.1. Knobs and Sliders

These operate straightforwardly enough — simply (left) click and drag the mouse up or
down. A pop-up tool tip will display the value as you change it, and the left corner of the
bottom Status Bar [p.60] will display the name of the control.
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4.2.2. Switches

These include “radio buttons” that toggle once choice at a time, such as the Voice
Parameters at the upper left or the LFO Waveform selectors (just to name two examples).
Other switches, notably the filter routing switches in the Mixer section, offer more than one
option at a time, e.g. each VCO and the Noise generator can be routed to the Steiner Filter,
the Ladder Filter, or both.

4.2.2.1. Switches with Extra Options
Certain switches have extra options — such as Morph A and B settings [p.30], accessed by
right-clicking. These include:
•

Filter routing switches.

•

LFO 1 and 2 waveform selectors.

•

Sync switch for all LFOs.

•

LFO 3 Retrigger switch.

•

LFO 3 Single switch.

•

LFO 3 XLFO 1 switch.
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4.2.3. Menu Buttons

These commonly appear as text surrounded by a rectangle. Clicking one displays a popup menu of options. In some cases, these provide more direct and immediate access to
parameters found in the Settings menus on the PolyBrute itself.

4.2.4. Morphable and Non-Morphable Controls
Most of these controls are subject to the PolyBrute’s Morph function, but a handful are not
because it doesn’t make sense to Morph the parameters they control within a Preset. How
can you tell if a control is morphable? Glad you asked!

4.2.4.1. Morphable Knobs and Sliders

Knobs that can be Morphed have a “collar“ or “halo” around their circumference. Hover the
mouse over this area to highlight it. You will see up to three “needle” indicators.
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•

The blue needle indicates the A value.

•

The green needle indicates the B value.

•

The white needle indicates the current value, as determined by the position of
that control itself or of the Morph knob. So, we also call this the “Morphed value.”
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With sliders, the indicator needles show up in a vertical strip to their immediate right.

4.2.4.2. Setting A and B Morph Values
You can set the A and B limits of each morphable knob or slider — that is, how far it will go
when the main Morph knob is fully at A or at B. Simply hover in the “collar” or vertical strip,
then:
•

Hold the left mouse button and drag to adjust the A (blue) value.

•

Hold the right mouse button and drag to adjust the B (green) value.

If you can’t see all 3 needles, this is because the current value is covering up one or both.
Turn the main Morph knob to the halfway point and/or move the control you want to adjust,
and the needles should become visible.



♪ You can also “reverse the polarity” of any control simply by setting its B value lower than its A

value.
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4.2.4.3. Morphable Menu Items

The PolyBrute can even morph between 2 different choices on some of the menus brought
up by the menu buttons. Above, the menu for VCO1 Coarse Pitch Quantization has been
accessed by clicking the button just below its Tune knob. Note the last two items, Edit A and
Edit B.
Mousing to either of these brings up a submenu that duplicates the choices in the main
menu. So, for example, the VCO1 Tune knob (which is itself a different Morphable
parameter!) could change the pitch continuously when the Morph knob is at A but quantize
to the major scale (or other intervals) when the Morph knob is at B, resulting in a glissando
effect.
Even though this appears to be an either-or choice, if the Morph knob is anywhere between
its two extremes, the PolyBrute will actually “split the difference.” The control will react
proportionally, not abruptly switch from one behavior to the other.

When the selection in the Edit A submenu is different than Edit B. blue and green dots appear
in the menu’s button to indicate this, as shown above.
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4.2.4.4. Morphable Switches
Some switches in the Main Controls area, such as those in the LFO section, are Morphable
as well. It’s easy to find out if one is: Just right-click it and a pop-up menu will appear with
Edit A and Edit B options, as it does for Menu Buttons.

The screenshot above was taken with the Morph knob turned midway. VCO1 is feeding both
filters in equal amounts, therefore both the orange (Steiner) and blue (Ladder) indicators
are partially lit. Turn the Morph knob one way or the other, and one will get brighter while
the other fades out in proportion. This shows that VCO1 was set to feed just the Steiner Filter
with the Morph knob all the way at A, and just the Ladder Filter with it all the way at B.
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4.2.4.5. Morph Pitch Quantize Menu

This is an important area to call out by itself. Just below the onscreen Morph knob is the
button that brings up the above menu. If the Morph knob affects the pitch of a Preset (i.e. by
changing the tuning of one or both VCOs), you can choose how this will be heard:
•

Continuous: A continuous sweep.

•

Chromatic: A glissando up or down the chromatic scale.

•

A|B: The pitch changes abruptly as the Morph knob crosses its middle value.

•

Octaves: Up or down in octaves.

•

Octaves 5ths: Up or down in intervals of octaves and fifths.

•

Octaves 4ths: Up or down in intervals of octaves and fourths.

•

Major Triad: Arpeggio-like playing through the notes of a basic major chord.

•

Minor Triad: Arpeggio-like playing through the notes of a basic minor chord.

These give you more pleasant and musically interesting options that just a continuous pitchbend style sweep.
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4.2.4.6. The Morph Edit Switch

This provides four choices allowing you to quickly rearrange how a Morph is set up:



•

Copy A To B: Copies all Morphable settings from the extreme A position to the
extreme B position.

•

Current To A: Copies all settings corresponding to the current Morph position to
the A position.

•

Current To B: Copies all settings corresponding to the current Morph position to
the B position.

•

Swap A/B: Swaps the settings of the A and B positions.

♪ Since Morphing is related to creating split Presets [p.39], these options can help get you to a good

starting point for doing so.

4.2.5. The Morphing Mindset
While many synthesizers can change multiple settings with the sweep of a single controller,
no other synth handles Morphing quite like the PolyBrute. It can seem a bit weird at first,
but once you harness its potential, any similar abilities on other instruments start to feel
primitive.

4.2.5.1. One Preset Really Is Two
Most synthesizers handle a morph, “scene,” or “macro” move in terms of an offset from
the value stored in the Preset. In the PolyBrute, the A and B values truly do represent 2
independent Presets that just happen to share the same name and memory location.
Imagine someone who’s superpower is that they can shape-shift into 2 different-looking
people — or pause anywhere in the shifting process to combine them. They still only need
one apartment. That is a PolyBrute Preset!
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4.2.5.2. Best Practices
One benefit of setting up Morphs in the PBC software is that you get visual feedback of how
the A and B values relate to the current values for nearly all the controls in any given Preset.
Another is that between the pop-up values and ability to resize the window, you can get very
precise.
If there’s a downside, it’s that the PBC window can become rather busy if you set up a lot
of Morphs within a Preset, so you may prefer to do it all on the PolyBrute hardware.
The controls onscreen will follow all your moves except for in certain situations, such as:
•

If using the X/Y surface of the Morphée controller to control Morphing.

•

If modulating the Morph function with, say, an LFO.

However you like to do it, we recommend this method to keep things simple and the music
flowing:
1.

Turn the Morph knob all the way to the A position.

2.

Set all the Morphable controls for how you would like A to sound.

3.

Turn the Morph knob all the way to the B position.

4.

Set all the Morphable controls for how you would like B to sound.

5.

Unless you want a precise setting for a certain point in the Morph knob’s travel,
don’t worry about making settings to the in-between places.

6.

Save the Preset [p.10] and let the PolyBrute work its magic when you turn the
Morph knob!

4.2.5.3. Morphing and DAW Automation
A final note on using PBC inside a DAW or host program: The current (white needle) values
of most controls are VST/AU/AAX parameters and thus can be automated in a DAW.
However, the A and B values (blue and green needles, or Edit A and Edit B menu items) are
not VST/AU/AAX parameters and therefore cannot be automated.
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5. KEYBOARD TAB AND GUI KEYBOARD
This is the first of four important areas you can select using the tabs immediately above it,
and is displayed by default when PolyBrute Connect is started.

Number

Section
Keyboard

1

Response
Controls [p.34]
Performance

2

Controllers
[p.37]

3

4

5

Ribbon
Controller [p.38]
Split Point Bar
[p.39]
GUI
[p.40]

Keyboard

Description
Pop-up menus for velocity and aftertouch response as well as pitch-bend
range.

Graphical interfaces for the Morphée 3D controller, pitch-bend wheel, and
modulation wheel.

Onscreen mirror of the PolyBrute ribbon controller.

Quickly set the keyboard split point for Presets that use Split Timbrality.
Simple onscreen keyboard that mirrors notes played, whether by your fingers,
a DAW/sequencer, or the PolyBrute’s onboard sequencer and arpeggiator.

5.1. Keyboard Response Controls
Here you will see 3 menu buttons that activate pop-up menus. Two control the response of
the PolyBrute keyboard; the third sets the range of the pitch-bend wheel.

5.1.1. Velocity Curve

This menu offers three options for how the PolyBrute keyboard responds to velocity:
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•

Linear: The PolyBrute responds in an even fashion as you strike the keys with
more force. Basically, X amount more or less physical force = X amount higher
or lower MIDI velocity.

•

Log: The PolyBrute responds according to a logarithmic curve. Instead of a linear
relationship, there’s an actual curve. This decreases the effort required at low
velocities, but striking the keys harder then produces less of an increase.

•

Anti-Log: The PolyBrute responds according to an anti- or inverse logarithmic
curve. This increases the effort required at low velocities, but striking the keys
harder produces more of an increase.

5.1.2. Aftertouch Curve

The PolyBrute’s keys also sense channel aftertouch. Rather than the velocity of the initial
strike, this is extra pressure you apply after your finger has pressed the key(s). The options
here are similar to Velocity.



♪ Remember that Velocity and Aftertouch can affect a lot more than just volume. The VCF and

VCA Envelopes include sliders for how much velocity affects them. More importantly, both Velocity and
Aftertouch are modulation sources in the Matrix. You can use either to control nearly anything!
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5.1.3. Bend Range

This menu controls how much the pitch-bend wheel raises and lowers the pitch. There are 8
choices, ranging from 1 semitone (a chromatic half-step) to 24 semitones (two full octaves).

5.1.3.1. Bend Range Is Symmetrical
At this time, the bend range affects both the up and down directions of the pitch-bend wheel
by the same amount.

5.1.3.2. Bend Range Is Morphable
Notice the Edit A and Edit B options in the menu. This offers different bend amounts for
states A and B of a given Preset. If the Morph knob is anywhere between the two, the bend
range will adjust proportionally, not skip abruptly.



♪ Here’s a cool application for Morphing the Bend Range: The A value could be one or two semitones

for subtle, old-school synth soloing while the B value is 12 or 24 semitones for performing guitar-god
style “dive bombs.”
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5.2. Performance Controllers

These are pretty straightforward mirrors of the performance controllers on the PolyBrute
itself. From left to right, we have the Morphée XY Pad, the Morphée Z Strip, the pitch-bend
wheel, and the modulation wheel.

5.2.1. Morphée XY Pad
Morphée is a revolutionary 3D controller that combines an XY pad and a pressure-sensitive
Z axis. All 3 of its axes can act as separate modulation sources in the Matrix [p.42] (via rows
J, K, and L).
Moving the “puck” in this area is the same as dragging your finger along the surface of the
Morphée 3D controller on the PolyBrute. There is one important difference:
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•

On the PolyBrute hardware, you can control how fast the Morphée “lets go” — or
whether it lets go at all — once you lift up your finger. This can be set in the Preset
Settings [p.47] area of PBC.

•

With the onscreen Morphée XY Pad in PBC, the puck and therefore anything its
X and Y axes are affecting (via a modulation routing) always remains wherever
you dragged it with the mouse.

5.2.2. Morphée Z Strip
Moving the puck up and down onscreen is equivalent to pressing the Morphée controller
inwards on the PolyBrute. (We had to give it its own graphic because while Morphée is a 3D
controller, computer screens are still a 2D interface!)
Like with the XY Pad, the puck will latch in whatever position you drag it onscreen. On the
hardware, the Z axis is spring-loaded and will always snap back to its “zero” position.
Again, to zero it out onscreen, double-click on the puck.

5.2.3. Pitch-Bend Wheel
This wheel functions exactly as on the hardware, always snapping back to center position
as soon as you let go with the mouse.

5.2.4. Modulation Wheel
This wheel functions exactly as on the hardware, always remaining in the last position it
was moved to with the mouse.

5.3. Ribbon Controller
The PolyBrute has a responsive and programmable ribbon controller, cleverly blending into
the wooden rail just above the keyboard. This area is an onscreen mirror of its behavior.
Like the Morphée XY Pad, the release of the physical ribbon can be controlled in Preset
Settings [p.47]. In PBC, its puck stays put where you’ve dragged it with the mouse.
Once again, double-click the puck to return it to its default center position.
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5.4. Split Point Bar

This bar represents the range of the lower part when the Timbrality is set to Split. To change
the upper/lower keyboard split point, simply drag the right edge of the bar left or right.
On the PolyBrute itself, the split point is set by holding the Timbrality button while in Split
mode, then striking a key.



♪ The split point remains the same relative to the PolyBrute’s physical keys, regardless of how

Octave Shift is set. Also, the GUI keyboard controls the upper part of the split. The lower part may be
played from a DAW by setting the track to the same MIDI channel as “Lower In,” found in the Global
Settings tab.

5.4.1. How Splits Work
On many synths, splits are set by putting different Presets in different keyboard zones. The
PolyBrute instead leverages Morphing to create splits within the same Preset. Here’s how
this works:
•

The Lower part always plays the preset as if the Morph knob and all settings it
affects were turned all the way to state A, regardless of where the Morph knob
actually is set.

•

The Upper part plays the sound that occurs based on however much the Morph
knob is actually turned towards state B, whether that’s part way or all the way.

In other words, with the Morph knob set all the way at A, you will hear no difference
between the Upper and Lower parts. You will hear a progressively more dramatic difference
as you turn the Morph knob towards B.



♪ It’s therefore best to use the Lower part for something you’d prefer to be relatively static, like a

solid, rubbery analog synth bass sound. Since there are no practical limits on how different you could
make state B, you could Morph the Upper part into something completely different — say, a lush pad or
gliding portamento lead. (Anyone up for playing the “Doctor Who” theme?)

5.4.2. Splits and Polyphony
It is even possible to use Splits with the PolyBrute in Mono or Unison mode, without one side
of the split robbing from the other. We cover this in more detail in the chapter on Preset
Settings [p.47], specifically, the settings for Lower Voicing.

5.4.3. Splits and the Sequencer
In Split mode, the lower zone of the GUI keyboard defines the area of the PolyBrute's
keyboard that transposes the Sequencer/Arpeggiator, while the upper zone defines the area
(of the Upper part) that can be played “live” on top of it.
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5.5. GUI Keyboard

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) Keyboard can both reflect what is being played on the
PolyBrute and be used to play the PolyBrute’s Upper part.



♪ Make sure that the MIDI port “PolyBrute MIDI” is activated in the audio-MIDI settings of your DAW

(or in stand-alone mode of PBC) in order to use the graphical keyboard.

5.5.1. Monitoring Notes with the GUI Keyboard
Whether you’re playing the PolyBrute live, playing back MIDI notes from a virtual
instrument track in your DAW, or using the PolyBrute’s internal sequencer or arpeggiator,
the GUI keys will mimic every note played.



♪ Slowing down the tempo of a sequence or arpeggiator pattern is a great way to “reverse engineer”

it and learn to play it by watching the keys.

5.5.2. Playing the PolyBrute from the GUI Keyboard
Likewise, you can play the PolyBrute from the onscreen keys. A couple of things to know:
•

The Y axis of any black or white key controls velocity. Click higher on the key for
softer velocities; lower on the key for greater ones.

•

Make sure the VCA Envelope’s Velocity slider is set to maximum in order for this
to work.

•

The range of the GUI Keyboard always corresponds to the PolyBrute’s Octave
Shift buttons being set at 0, regardless of where they’re actually set on the
hardware.
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5.5.3. Playing the Computer Keyboard

PBC has a limited ability to play the first 15 notes on the PolyBrute (starting with the lowest
C) from your computer keyboard, though this will always transmit fixed velocity. The above
diagram shows which keys on a standard American QWERTY keyboard correspond to the
notes.
Other keys also toggle octave shift:
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•

American QWERTY keyboard: Z and X.

•

Azerty keyboard: W and X.

•

Dvorak keyboard: A and Y.
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6. THE MATRIX TAB AND VIEWS

“No one can be told what the Matrix is.” — Laurence Fishburne in the classic sci-fi movie “The
Matrix”
“We can tell you what ours is, and it’s much more fun.” — Arturia
The PolyBrute’s modulation Matrix is the largest and deepest ever in any analog polysynth,
except perhaps for huge modular systems. In fact, it’s like a modular-synth patch bay that
doesn’t require cables.
This tabbed section corresponds to the Mods mode of the synthesizer’s Matrix Panel.
Onscreen, things do not look exactly like the Matrix Panel on the PolyBrute. This is because
PolyBrute Connect shows all the modulation routings at once: 12 sources into 32 possible
destinations. That’s 384 buttons! As quick as the PolyBrute Matrix panel is, the Matrix view in
PBC can be even quicker for assigning modulation routings.
Let’s break down its 4 major sections, then cover how to set routings.

Number

Section

Description

1

View Toggle [p.43]

Switches between partial and full Matrix views.

2

Sources [p.43]

12 modulation sources, labeled vertically.

3

Destinations [p.43]

32 possible modulation destinations, labeled horizontally.

4

Matrix Buttons [p.45]

Set routings between any source row and destination column.
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6.1. View Toggle
Click this arrow icon to switch between full and partial views of the Matrix. The full view fills
most of the PBC window so you can see all the modulation routings at once. The partial view
confines the Matrix to the same space as the GUI Keyboard, and is better for working with
the Matrix and other controls at the same time. You can scroll vertically in the partial view
using a wheel mouse.

6.2. Sources
Modulation Sources are fixed, listed vertically down the left side of the Matrix view, and
correspond to rows of Matrix Buttons.

6.3. Destinations
Destinations are listed horizontally across the top of the Matrix view, in diagonal text. and
correspond to columns of Matrix Buttons. This area always stays visible, even when scrolling
through the Matrix in partial view.

6.3.1. Changing Destinations
Modulation destinations in the PBC Matrix are not fixed. You can assign any Destination to
any column in one of two ways:

6.3.1.1. The “Learn” Method

This works best when the Matrix is in partial view, you’re also looking at the main synth
controls, and you want to find a Destination visually.
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1.

Click any of the 32 Destination column names. The name will highlight in red and
all controls that can act as modulation Destinations will turn bright purple.

2.

Click a control to assign it to that column. The name of that control now appears
in place of the old name, still highlighted.

3.

Click the new name to un-highlight it and return all the controls to normal.

! Controls do not affect live synth settings when in purple “learn” mode.

6.3.1.2. The Menu Method

This is ideal for quickly assigning a destination you already know you want and/or when the
Matrix is in full view. It also lets you find the handful of Destinations that do not correspond
to a physical control on the PolyBrute (e.g. the overall VCA).
1.

Right-click any of the 32 destination names to see a drop-down menu of all
destinations.

2.

Left-click the desired Destination.
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6.3.1.3. What Are the Amount Destinations?
The “Amount” Destinations at the end of the above menu correspond to the PolyBrute’s 64
possible slots for modulation routings. That’s right: Modulation amounts for active routings
can themselves be Destinations.
The numbers and letters after the word “Amount” correspond to where the modulation
routing is found on the PolyBrute hardware: page, then row (source), then destination
(column). For example, “Amount 1.E4” refers to page 1 (as accessed by pressing Assign
button 1 on the hardware), row E (LFO2 as source), and whatever destination is assigned to
column 4, which happens to be the Ladder Filter Pan in this case.
You may have also noticed that active routings turn bright purple in purple “Learn” mode,
which also lets you adjust the amounts.

6.4. Matrix Buttons
These function just like on the Mods mode of the PolyBrute Matrix Panel, letting you route
modulation Sources to Destinations.
You can freely route one Source to multiple Destinations, or affect the same Destination with
multiple Sources. The only limit is that the PolyBrute Preset can handle a maximum of 64
routings at the same time.

6.4.1. Setting a Routing
Simply click the button at the intersection of the Source row and Destination column you
wish to connect. A pop-up knob will appear:

6.4.1.1. The Amount Knob

This adjusts the modulation amount, as though you were turning the silver Amount knob
on the PolyBrute. The modulation amount can be positive or negative, as displayed by the
number in any active Matrix Button.
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♪ Try this: Routing velocity (row H) to the Master Filter Cutoff with a positive value makes the sound

to become brighter as you play the keys harder. A negative value makes the sound darker in response
to more velocity.

•

Click the X to hide the knob graphic but leave the modulation routing in place.

•

Click Mute to remove the modulation routing entirely.

6.4.1.2. Modulation Amounts Are Morphable!
As in the Main Control Area [p.25], any amount knob has a “collar“ in which you can drag the
blue and green needles to set limits for that Amount as it relates to the A and B positions of
the Morph knob.
This means that how much any Destination(s) affect one or more Sources can change
based on the Morph state of your PolyBrute.
Conversely, the Morph knob itself can be a modulation Destination. The combination of these
two factors allows for unique expressive possibilities with virtually endless variations.

6.4.1.3. What the Button Colors Mean

The colors of the Matrix Buttons in PBC give extra visual feedback about whether a
modulation routing is in place and, if so, whether its amount is positive or negative.
•

Grey: No modulation routing.

•

Tan: Routing active with amount or offset of zero.

•

Blue: Routing active with positive amount or offset.

•

Purple: Routing active with negative amount or offset.

You may ask yourself, “What’s the difference between no routing (grey) at all and one
that’s turned on but set at zero (tan)? Remember that modulation amounts can also be
destinations of other routings — but only if the first routing is active.



♪ To follow up on our previous example, suppose you wanted to modulate Master Cutoff by way of

velocity. But you wanted to have the amount that velocity affects it in turn change by way of an LFO.
This could be accomplished by first setting up the velocity-to-Master-Cutoff routing, leaving its offset at
zero, then sending the LFO to an Amount slot [p.45] that corresponds to the first routing. We don’t just
modulate — we modulate our modulation!

As a final visual touch, the button colors turn brighter or darker in proportion to the Amount
knob position.
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7. THE PRESET SETTINGS TAB

This tab access settings saved at the Preset level in the PolyBrute. Like with the main synth
controls, everything here can be different depending on the Preset.

7.1. Direct Access
An advantage of this section is that it provides quick visual access to settings that are
otherwise found by pressing the Settings button on the PolyBrute and then navigating its
menus. While that’s not difficult, here in PBC most of these same settings are conveniently
visible at once and can be changed with a click.

7.2. Preset Settings Window
The window displayed when the Preset Tab is clicked has three main areas:

Number
1
2
3

Section
Motion

Description
Recorder

[p.47]

Controls for the PolyBrute’s Motion Recorder.

Seq/Arp [p.48]

Settings for the PolyBrute’s Sequencer and Arpeggiator.

Preset

Preset-based settings for voicing; vibrato; and behavior of the Morphée,

[p.50]

Settings

ribbon, and pedals.

7.2.1. Motion Recorder
These mirror the hardware controls for the PolyBrute’s Motion Recorder, which can record
any one control move, then play it back in either one-shot or looped fashion. You still must
Record-Arm the Motion Recorder on the PolyBrute itself, but the note that triggers recording
can be played from PBC.
Refer to section 5.10 of the PolyBrute User Manual for details on using the Motion Recorder.
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7.2.2. Sequencer and Arpeggiator

This section is called Seq/Arp for short. As in the chapter on Main Controls [p.25] we’ll focus
on the behaviors of the different control types — switches, knobs, and menu buttons — and
the benefits thereof.

7.2.2.1. Switches
The first 4 switches select the sequencer/arpeggiator mode:
•

Sequencer

•

Arpeggiator

•

Matrix Arpeggiator

•

Off

Note that the Play Mode options at lower left only appear when either the Sequencer,
Arpeggiator, or Matrix Arpeggiator are turned on.



♪ The Matrix Arpeggiator is a hybrid of the sequencer and arpeggiator that creates patterns based

on up to six held notes. You can then edit these patterns on the Matrix Panel. For more information, refer
to section 8.4 of the PolyBrute User Manual.

There are also switches to turn the Metronome on and off, turn the Swing function on
and off, and toggle the Hold function, which acts like a “foot-free“ sustain pedal unless the
PolyBrute is in Sequencer mode. (Because there, you’d simply start and stop patterns.)

7.2.2.2. Knobs
Knobs in this section are straightforward. They mirror the Rate and Gate functions of the
Seq/Arp.



♪ Gate is the “window” the Seq/Arp gives each note in the pattern to sound. At maximum, notes have

a length of 2 steps. Set at minimum, you can hear only tiny snippets of the notes.
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7.2.2.3. Menu Buttons

This is one of those cases where direct access to functions otherwise accessed in PolyBrute
menus is very useful. Here, pop-up menus control key behaviors and options of the
Sequencer/Arpeggiator.
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•

Metro Level offers 4 choices of volume level for the metronome.

•

Count In makes the metronome provide a pre-count before the Sequencer starts
recording.

•

Swing Amount adjusts the degree of Swing (when the Swing switch is on),
creating a behind-the-beat feel popular in musical genres from jazz to hip-hop to
EDM.

•

Time Div (shown above) decides what rhythmic value each step in the sequence
or arpeggio plays, from half-notes to 32nd-notes, including dotted and triplet
values. This can make a pattern play slower or faster at a given overall tempo.

•

Seq Length allows you to set any step length for the sequence, from 1 to 64 steps.
You can thus create patterns with exotic time signatures if you like.

•

Play Mode determines the note order of patterns, and offers different choices
in Sequencer/Matrix Arp mode versus Arpeggiator mode. This menu button
disappears when the Seq/Arp is off.
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7.2.2.4. What’s Not Here?
Transport controls (Tap, Record, Stop, Play), sequence management functions (copy/paste,
erase notes, etc.), and of course, the Matrix Buttons that edit patterns in Sequencer mode
must be accessed from the PolyBrute hardware at this time. While we love PBC for many
things, recording and editing patterns is the most fun on the actual Matrix Panel’s buttons.

7.2.3. Preset Settings
Here, you can precisely manage 7 “under the hood” areas that affect the sound and
behavior of a PolyBrute Preset.

Number
1

2

3
4
5

6

Section
Upper Voicing
[p.50]
Lower Voicing
[p.51]
Unison Count
[p.52]
Vibrato [p.52]
Touch
Controls [p.53]
Pedals [p.54]

Description
Manages polyphony for the Preset or upper part of a Split/Layer.

Manages polyphony for the lower part of a split/layer Preset.

Sets voice usage for upper and lower unison modes.
Controls PolyBrute stand-alone vibrato effect.
Adjusts touch response of Morphée 3D controller and Ribbon controller.
Assigns PolyBrute’s expression pedal inputs to various destinations. Assigns
Hold pedal to upper or lower part.

7.2.3.1. Upper Voicing
This section controls the upper part of a split or layer, or the whole Preset if it is not a split
or layer.
Poly sets Poly, Unison, or Mono behavior for voices in the Upper part.
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Voice Alloc (allocation) determines how the PolyBrute uses its 6 voices of polyphony as new
notes are played.
•

Cycle: Cycles through available voices.

•

Reset: Keeps using the first available voice until it needs to be stolen.

•

Unison: Available voices are stacked if one note is played, then divided as more
notes are added, for a thicker sound.

•

Reassign: Like Cycle, but reuses a voice when the same note is played.

If the Poly parameter is set to Unison or Mono, the Voice Alloc parameter changes to Legato,
with the following options:



•

On: Legato playing will not retrigger the Envelopes.

•

Off: Legato playing will retrigger the Envelopes.

•

Glide: If any Glide (portamento) is used, legato playing is required to trigger it.

♪ Legato means playing a new note before you have fully released your finger from the previous

one. It opposite is staccato. Experiment with these settings to hear the differences.

Voice Steal decides what happens if playing new notes makes the PolyBrute run out of
voices.
•

Oldest: The first of all currently held notes is silenced to reallocate the needed
voice.

•

Lowest: The lowest note in pitch is silenced instead.

•

None: The PolyBrute will not play any new notes until you manually release some
notes to free up voices.

If the Poly Parameter is set to Unison or Mono, the Voice Steal parameter changes to
Priority, with the following options:
•

Lower: During legato playing, lower notes always preempt higher ones.

•

Higher: During legato playing, higher notes always preempt lower ones.

•

Last: During legato playing, the most recent note played always preempts the
previous one.

7.2.3.2. Lower Voicing
You can manage the polyphony of the lower (A) part separately in split or layered Presets.
This, for example, lets you restrict a synth bass to monophonic voicing in the lower part to
free up voices for chords in the upper part.
Poly offers Poly, Mono, and Unison options in the pop-up menu.
Alloc functions like the Voice Alloc parameter in the Upper Voicing [p.50] section, with the
same options: Cycle, Reset, Unison, and Reassign.
As in the Upper Voicing section, if the Poly Parameter is set to Unison or Mono, the Alloc
parameter changes to Legato and a Priority menu box appears.
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7.2.3.3. Unison Count
Here, you can place limits on how many voices the upper and lower parts will use when the
Voice Alloc of the upper part and/or the Lower Poly parameter of the lower part is set to
Unison. Options for each part are 2, 3, 4, or 6 voices. If the total for both parts is more than
6, voice stealing is certain to occur, making the Steal setting even more relevant.

7.2.3.4. Vibrato

The PolyBrute features a stand-alone vibrato (pitch modulation) for this commonly applied
musical effect.
Range can be 1, 2, 7, or 12 semitones (a half-step, whole-step, perfect 5th, or octave,
respectively).
Source (shown) lets you choose LFO1 as the vibrato source, or one of three speeds of sine
wave so as to leave the LFO free for something else.
Vibrato depth and speed are also independent modulation Destinations in the Matrix View
[p.42].

Vibrato Is Morphable! Note that both the Range and Source menus have Edit A and Edit B
options, relating to the value for each when the Morph knob is at either extreme.
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7.2.3.5. Touch Controls
Here you can adjust the response of the PolyBrute’s exclusive Morphée 3D controller, which
combines an XY touchpad with a spring-loaded pressure sensor, as well as the Ribbon
controller above the keyboard.

Morphée Mode governs how Morphée responds to your finger position on the XY surface of
the PolyBrute hardware.
•

Tap: Ties the X and Y values to your absolute finger position (e.g. upper right will
always be maximum for both axes). When you let go, the release time is instant.

•

Hold: Like Tap, but when you let go, the X and Y axes remain at the last values
you touched.

•

Scan: Starts at the first-sensed finger position and averages out the axes’ ranges
as you move in any direction. Reverse direction, and the normal range is
restored. Release time is fast but not instant.

•

Hold Scan: Like Scan, but when you let go, the X and Y axes remain at the last
values you touched.

Ribbon governs the PolyBrute’s integrated Ribbon controller, which can be both a pitchbender and a modulation Source (row L in the Matrix). Here you can adjust its response. The
options are:
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•

Tap: Ties the Ribbon position value to your absolute finger position (e.g. upper
right will always be maximum for both axes). When you let go, the release time
is instant.

•

Hold: Like Tap, but when you let go, the Ribbon remains at the last values you
touched.

•

Scan: Starts at the first-sensed finger position and averages out the Ribbon’s
ranges as you move in either direction. Reverse direction, and the normal range
is restored. Release time is fast but not instant.

•

Slow Scan: Like Scan, but at a slower rate, allowing for finer-grained
performance gestures.
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7.2.3.6. Pedals
The PolyBrute includes 2 TRS input jacks for Expression pedals (also called continuous or
sweep pedals). These menus assign their destinations, which are almost the same for both,
with one exception:
•

Master Cutoff

•

Morphée X Axis

•

Morphée Y Axis

•

Morphée Z Axis

•

Ribbon

•

Modulation Wheel

•

Volume (Exp. pedal 1 only)

•

Matrix (Exp. pedal 2 only)

The Matrix option for Exp. 2 adds a pedal plugged into this input to Source row L in
the modulation Matrix [p.42]. It will then function alongside the Z axis of the Morphée to
modulate destinations of your choosing.



♪ Assigning pedals to one or more of the above Sources keeps your hands free for playing the

PolyBrute while still performing expressive modulation gestures — something two-handed keyboardists
will appreciate!

The Hold pedal (a switch pedal) can simply be set to affect the upper or lower part. This is
ideal for holding a pad or drone with the pedal as you solo using the other part of a split,
leaving one hand free to adjust controls.
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8. THE GLOBAL SETTINGS TAB
The final of the 4 tabbed sections is for utilitarian settings that affect the PolyBrute as a
whole, regardless of which Preset is currently loaded.

Number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Section
MIDI

Description
In

[p.55]
MIDI

Out

[p.56]

Controls MIDI input and physical port settings.

Controls MIDI output and physical port settings.

MIDI Misc

Local control and program change receive on/off, and toggle whether PolyBrute

[p.56]

sends MIDI continuous control messages.

Clock/Seq
[p.57]
Controls
[p.58]
Calibration
[p.58]
Sensitivity
[p.59]

Source for tempo sync and other time-based settings.

Sets knob behavior and polarity of pedals.

Tunes and calibrates PolyBrute’s VCOs and VCFs.

Adjusts aftertouch sensitivity.

8.1. MIDI In
These 3 pop-up Menu Buttons determine how the PolyBrute receives MIDI messages.
Input Channel choices are 1 to 16, plus All (omni) and None (PolyBrute will not respond to
MIDI messages.)
Lower In Channel lets the lower part receive MIDI messages on a different channel (if
desired) when the Preset is in Split Timbrality. Options are the same as above. This is useful
because the GUI Keyboard controls only the Upper part, and you may want to trigger the
Lower part separately from a MIDI track in your DAW.
Input Source (see below) controls which physical input the PolyBrute uses to receive MIDI:
the USB port, the traditional 5-pin MIDI input (DIN), neither, or both.
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8.2. MIDI Out
These 3 pop-up Menu Buttons determine how the PolyBrute transmits MIDI messages.
Other than controlling output, their options and operations are identical to the MIDI In [p.55]
section.

8.3. MIDI Misc
This section contains 3 settings, all of which are simply on or off.
Local Control means the PolyBrute’s own keyboard — as well as knobs and sliders that have
a CC assigned — controls its sound engine.
Program Change Receive lets the PolyBrute receive MIDI Program Change and Bank
Change commands from an external source.
Send CCs decides whether the PolyBrute’s knobs and sliders send MIDI Continuous
Controller messages.



♪ Circumstances where you might turn off local control include playing the PolyBrute from another

MIDI-capable keyboard routed through your DAW. Program Change Receive is useful if, for example,
you’d like to record and automate Preset changes from within a DAW project.
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8.4. Clock/Seq
When using the PolyBrute with other music-making devices such as sequencers or drum
machines, every device should agree on which is “boss” when it comes to sync and tempo.
Those settings are handled here.
Sync Source

•

Internal: The PolyBrute only uses its internal clock for time-based matters. Use
this setting if your PolyBrute is the “boss“ of other devices.

•

USB: PolyBrute syncs to an external clock received via MIDI over the USB
connection.

•

DIN: PolyBrute syncs to an external clock received via MIDI over the 5-pin MIDI
input.

•

Jack: PolyBrute syncs via the 1/8" Sync input on its rear panel. (Its Sync input and
output are for sending and receiving sync with non-MIDI gear using standard
pre-MIDI protocols.)

•

Auto: PolyBrute syncs to an external source if one is present but uses is internal
clock if one is not.

External Clock Format deals with the subdivisions of time sent and received by the
PolyBrute. This is especially important with non-MIDI sync as described above. The options
are:
•

1PPS: One pulse per step, a precise standard also used other Arturia gear such
as the BeatStep series and DrumBrute.

•

1PPS Korg: A variation of 1PPS used on some Korg equipment.

•

24PPQ: 24 pulses per quarter-note.

•

48PPQ: 48 pulses per quarter-note.

Arp/Seq MIDI Output toggles whether the PolyBrute’s Sequencer/Arpeggiator transmits
MIDI note data via the method set in MIDI Out [p.56]. You would turn it on for recording a
sequence or arpeggio as MIDI in a DAW, for example.
Seq Tempo Load determines whether loading a new Preset changes the tempo of the
internal Sequencer/Arpeggiator to the Preset’s stored value. There are three options:
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•

Always: Loading a new Preset always loads the new tempo.

•

If Paused: Loading a new Preset loads the new tempo only if the Sequencer/
Arpeggiator is not running. (Meaning, it will not disrupt the tempo of a playing
sequence.)

•

Off: Loading a new Preset never changes the tempo.
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8.5. Controls
Here you can set the finer points of how the PolyBrute’s knobs control their parameters, as
well as pedal polarity.
Knob Catch



•

Jump: As soon as you move a knob (or slider), its parameter value jumps to its
physical position. This can create audibly abrupt changes.

•

Hook: No change occurs until the knob’s physical position sweeps past its stored
value.

•

Scaled: The parameter starts changing as soon as you move the control, but the
range is averaged out to cover the remaining values in the direction of travel.
This is best for combining instant response and smooth sounding changes.

♪ When you first load or change Presets in PolyBrute Connect, the positions of the controls onscreen

always indicate the values stored with the Preset, not the physical positions of the hardware controls.

Pedal 1 Polarity has two settings: Regular and Inverted. The latter reduces the input value as
you press Exp. pedal 1 further down.
Pedal 2 Polarity works identically for Exp. pedal 2.
Sustain Polarity is useful because some sustain pedals use a normally-open circuit and
others use a normally-closed one. Flipping the polarity remedies the familiar situation where
notes are sustaining with the pedal released, then stop when you press it. There’s also an
Auto-Detect option.

8.6. Calibration
While the PolyBrute synthesizer is much more stable than analog synths of yesteryear,
it is fully analog and therefore sometimes benefits from calibration. Clicking one of these
switches starts an auto-routine that tunes the PolyBrute’s analog VCOs, calibrates its VCFs,
or does both processes in succession.
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8.7. Sensitivity
The three parameters in this section let you precisely adjust the PolyBrute’s aftertouch
response to your playing style.
On one hand, it’s normal to apply some unintentional extra pressure to a key after your
initial key strike, so you don’t want to trigger aftertouch prematurely — especially if it’s
modulating some Destination that has a dramatic effect on the sound.
On the other hand, you don’t want to have to dig in too hard to hear it. Plus, since aftertouch
is a continuous controller, you want it to respond smoothly as you increase finger pressure,
not go from nothing to full-blast too quickly.

Aftertouch Sensitivity Start gives you four options for how much pressure it takes for the
PolyBrute to register aftertouch, as shown above. Higher values mean less pressure is
required.
Aftertouch Sensitivity End adjusts how much physical pressure it takes for the PolyBrute to
register maximum (127) aftertouch.
Aftertouch Sensitivity Filter adds an additional curve between the keys sensing a given
amount of pressure and the sound engine responding. There are three options: None, Fast,
and Slow, from fastest to slowest. At the Slow setting, you will definitely hear a delay
between your fingers applying full pressure and the aftertouch-modulated parameter (like
vibrato or filter cutoff) responding fully.
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9. THE BOTTOM STATUS BAR

The strip at the very bottom of the PolyBrute Connect window provides a handful of useful
information and functions. There are just 4, from left to right:

Number

Function

Description

1

Current Parameter Name [p.60]

Shows the parameter currently being adjusted.

2

FW Update Button [p.60]

Opens the Firmware Update window.

3

Panic Button [p.61]

Sends all-notes-off MIDI command.

4

CPU Meter [p.61]

Monitors CPU Usage

9.1. Current Parameter Name
This area simply displays a duplicate of the parameter of the knob, slider, switch, or Menu
Button you’re currently adjusting or hovering over with the mouse pointer.

9.2. Firmware Update
Keeping your PolyBrute’s firmware up to date will ensure it runs smoothly and often fix any
issues known by the Arturia tech support team. There are 3 ways this can happen:

9.2.1. Directly From PBC

Click the FW Update button located at the right side of the bottom status bar. The dialogue
above will appear. The bottom field displays the firmware version currently in your
PolyBrute; the top displays the latest available from Arturia. If the top field is blank, you are
up to date. If not, click the Upgrade To Latest button and the process will begin. PBC and
the PolyBrute will now display progress bars. You won’t need to download anything via a
browser or find any files — PBC communicates directly with Arturia and does all the work.
Note: This method requires an active internet connection.



! Never power off your PolyBrute or disconnect the USB cable while a firmware update is in progress.
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9.2.2. Manually from File
If you have downloaded new firmware from the Arturia support page, click the Upgrade
From File button. A dialogue box will then prompt you to choose the file location. Then, the
process will begin as above.

9.2.3. Automatically
If you have an active internet connection and your firmware is behind the latest version,
PBC will warn you upon opening that you need to update in order to proceed. The process
should begin automatically as soon as PBC confirms its connection to the PolyBrute.

9.3. Panic Button
Occasionally — and especially in studios or on stages where a lot of MIDI devices are
interacting — notes or sequences get stuck. Clicking the Panic Button will send an all-notesoff message to the PolyBrute, silencing it.
This is a momentary operation and will not block new note-on messages the PolyBrute is
receiving because, for example, a DAW project is still playing.

9.4. CPU Meter
This is a bar-style meter that monitors PolyBrute Connect’s use of your computer’s CPU
resources. As PBC is an editor/librarian for the PolyBrute hardware synthesizer, its impact
on your CPU should be little to nothing.
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10. SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
In consideration of payment of the Licensee fee, which is a portion of the price you paid,
Arturia, as Licensor, grants to you (hereinafter termed “Licensee”) a nonexclusive right to
use this copy of the SOFTWARE.
All intellectual property rights in the software belong to Arturia SA (hereinafter: “Arturia”).
Arturia permits you only to copy, download, install and use the software in accordance with
the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
The product contains product activation for protection against unlawful copying. The OEM
software can be used only following registration.
Internet access is required for the activation process. The terms and conditions for use of the
software by you, the end-user, appear below. By installing the software on your computer
you agree to these terms and conditions. Please read the following text carefully in its
entirety. If you do not approve these terms and conditions, you must not install this software.
In this event give the product back to where you have purchased it (including all written
material, the complete undamaged packing as well as the enclosed hardware) immediately
but at the latest within 30 days in return for a refund of the purchase price.
1. Software Ownership Arturia shall retain full and complete title to the SOFTWARE recorded
on the enclosed disks and all subsequent copies of the SOFTWARE, regardless of the media
or form on or in which the original disks or copies may exist. The License is not a sale of the
original SOFTWARE.
2. Grant of License Arturia grants you a non-exclusive license for the use of the software
according to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. You may not lease, loan or sublicense the software. The use of the software within a network is illegal where there is the
possibility of a contemporaneous multiple use of the program.
You are entitled to prepare a backup copy of the software which will not be used for
purposes other than storage purposes.
You shall have no further right or interest to use the software other than the limited rights as
specified in this Agreement. Arturia reserves all rights not expressly granted.
3. Activation of the Software Arturia may use a compulsory activation of the software and
a compulsory registration of the OEM software for license control to protect the software
against unlawful copying. If you do not accept the terms and conditions of this Agreement,
the software will not work.
In such a case the product including the software may only be returned within 30 days
following acquisition of the product. Upon return a claim according to § 11 shall not apply.
4. Support, Upgrades and Updates after Product Registration You can only receive support,
upgrades and updates following the personal product registration. Support is provided only
for the current version and for the previous version during one year after publication of the
new version. Arturia can modify and partly or completely adjust the nature of the support
(hotline, forum on the website etc.), upgrades and updates at any time.
The product registration is possible during the activation process or at any time later through
the Internet. In such a process you are asked to agree to the storage and use of your
personal data (name, address, contact, email-address, and license data) for the purposes
specified above. Arturia may also forward these data to engaged third parties, in particular
distributors, for support purposes and for the verification of the upgrade or update right.
5. No Unbundling The software usually contains a variety of different files which in its
configuration ensure the complete functionality of the software. The software may be used
as one product only. It is not required that you use or install all components of the software.
You must not arrange components of the software in a new way and develop a modified
version of the software or a new product as a result. The configuration of the software may
not be modified for the purpose of distribution, assignment or resale.
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6. Assignment of Rights You may assign all your rights to use the software to another
person subject to the conditions that (a) you assign to this other person (i) this Agreement
and (ii) the software or hardware provided with the software, packed or preinstalled
thereon, including all copies, upgrades, updates, backup copies and previous versions,
which granted a right to an update or upgrade on this software, (b) you do not retain
upgrades, updates, backup copies und previous versions of this software and (c) the
recipient accepts the terms and conditions of this Agreement as well as other regulations
pursuant to which you acquired a valid software license.
A return of the product due to a failure to accept the terms and conditions of this Agreement,
e.g. the product activation, shall not be possible following the assignment of rights.
7. Upgrades and Updates You must have a valid license for the previous or more inferior
version of the software in order to be allowed to use an upgrade or update for the software.
Upon transferring this previous or more inferior version of the software to third parties the
right to use the upgrade or update of the software shall expire.
The acquisition of an upgrade or update does not in itself confer any right to use the
software.
The right of support for the previous or inferior version of the software expires upon the
installation of an upgrade or update.
8. Limited Warranty Arturia warrants that the disks on which the software is furnished is
free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use for a period of thirty (30)
days from the date of purchase. Your receipt shall be evidence of the date of purchase. Any
implied warranties on the software are limited to thirty (30) days from the date of purchase.
Some states do not allow limitations on duration of an implied warranty, so the above
limitation may not apply to you. All programs and accompanying materials are provided “as
is” without warranty of any kind. The complete risk as to the quality and performance of the
programs is with you. Should the program prove defective, you assume the entire cost of all
necessary servicing, repair or correction.
9. Remedies Arturia's entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be at Arturia's option
either (a) return of the purchase price or (b) replacement of the disk that does not meet the
Limited Warranty and which is returned to Arturia with a copy of your receipt. This limited
Warranty is void if failure of the software has resulted from accident, abuse, modification,
or misapplication. Any replacement software will be warranted for the remainder of the
original warranty period or thirty (30) days, whichever is longer.
10. No other Warranties The above warranties are in lieu of all other warranties, expressed
or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness
for a particular purpose. No oral or written information or advice given by Arturia, its dealers,
distributors, agents or employees shall create a warranty or in any way increase the scope
of this limited warranty.
11. No Liability for Consequential Damages Neither Arturia nor anyone else involved in
the creation, production, or delivery of this product shall be liable for any direct, indirect,
consequential, or incidental damages arising out of the use of, or inability to use this product
(including without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss
of business information and the like) even if Arturia was previously advised of the possibility
of such damages. Some states do not allow limitations on the length of an implied warranty
or the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation
or exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you
may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
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